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This photograph   illustrates:

JALITE 310 Paint System (handrail)

JALITE Plain Vinyl Tape (skirting level)

JALITE Stairnosing (Stair edge)

A simple and effective alternative to
traditional emergency lighting systems.

All premises should have adequate escape route illumination,
in order to safeguard the evacuation of employees in an
emergency situation. 
A formal risk assessment should take into consideration, the
consequences and inherent risk in power failure and
blackout scenario caused when smoke obscures the
ceiling lighting.

JALITE AAA self adhesive tapes are an ideal cost
effective solution, providing exceptional high initial
brightness and excellent longevity of luminance
performance, assisting employees to clearly identify
their escape routes and navigate their way to safety,
quickly and efficiently. 

When correctly installed, JALITE AAA self adhesive
tapes meet a key requirement of The Fire Precautions
(Workplace) Regulations (as amended) 1999 and The
Health & Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996.

Vinyl Tape for Escape Route Illumination

Product
code

Roll size

VT0502

VT0504

VT0508

2cm x 5m

4cm x 5m

8cm x 5m

Product
code

Roll size

VT1002

VT1004

VT1008

2cm x 10m

4cm x 10m

8cm x 10m

Safety Way Guidance Tape for Escape Routes

The safety way guidance decals are
supplied separately to the tape, so
that they can be affixed at the
most pertinent places along the
escape route system.

Product
code

Roll size

AT0504

AT0508

4cm x 5m

8cm x 5m

Product
code

Roll size

AT1004

AT1008

4cm x 10m

8cm x 10m

How to order
a JALITE AAA
Self Adhesive

Tape

Ordering is simple;

1. Determine which size of
    tape is required, and quote
    the unique product code.
    i.e:  VT0504
           VT1008

2. Enter the quantity required
    for each tape size.
    i.e:  VT0504  x  1
           VT1008  x  3

Suggested application uses:
VT0502 - Ideal for the illumination of emergency access and escape mechanisms, door handles, light switches
               & plugs.
VT1002 - For the illumination of the above within large premises.
VT0504 - Sufficient length for escape route illumination of a single door.
VT1004 - Ideal if more than one door requires illumination.
VT0508 - For highlighting ramps and small enclosed areas.
VT1008 - Cost effective for general escape route path illumination.  

Suggested application uses:
AT0504 - Ideal  for safety way guidance illumination within small enclosed areas.
AT1004 - Sufficient length for safety way guidance illumination within corridors no wider than 2m, and open
               stairwells.
AT0508 - Sufficient length for short corridors wider than 2m, and single level enclosed stairwells.
AT1008 - For corridors  wider than 2m, large open areas and enclosed multi-level staircases.
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Warning Tape for Obstacles & Dangerous Locations

Product
code

Roll size

WT0504

WT0508

4cm x 5m

8cm x 5m

Product
code

Roll size

WT1004

WT1008

4cm x 10m

8cm x 10m

Shine & Glow Tape for Fire Equipment Location

Go-Tape for Emergency Equipment Location

Product
code

Roll size

SG0504

SG0508

4cm x 5m

8cm x 5m

Product
code

Roll size

SG1004

SG1008

4cm x 10m

8cm x 10m

Product
code

Roll size

GT0504

GT0508

4cm x 5m

8cm x 5m

Product
code

Roll size

GT1004

GT1008

4cm x 10m

8cm x 10m

How to order
a JALITE AAA
Self Adhesive

Tape

Ordering is simple;

1. Determine which size of
    tape is required, and quote
    the unique product code.
    i.e:  WT1004
           SG0508

2. Enter the quantity required
    for each tape size.
    i.e:  WT1004  x  1
           SG0508  x  1

Suggested application uses:
WT0504 - Ideal for highlighting small fixtures, switch boxes, electricity and high voltage cupboards.
WT1004 - For highlighting edges on furniture, small machinery, small industrial vehicles and uneven floor levels.  
WT0508 - Ideal for highlighting buttresses, large machinery, large industrial vehicles and restricted areas.
WT1008 - Ideal for marking traffic routes for pedestrians within industrial environments.

Suggested application uses:
SG0504 - Sufficient length for highlighting a fire hose recess/box or a portable fire extinguisher stand or
                fire hydrant.
SG1004 - Ideal if highlighting more than one piece of fire equipment.  
SG0508 - For highlighting small fire point areas.
SG1008 - For highlighting large fire point areas.

Suggested application uses:
GT0504 - Sufficient length for highlighting both sides of a free standing emergency eye wash station.
GT1004 - For highlighting free standing emergency equipment, portable emergency equipment and first aid
                cupboards/boxes.   
GT0508 - Ideal for highlighting small, first aid station areas containing emergency equipment.
GT1008 - Ideal for highlighting safe areas within premises for disabled occupants.
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